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The clean room
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The system
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Sensor Layout

4.1 Silicon-sensor prototype 23

wafers technology and each tile contains four azimuthal sectors, which, for
12 tiles completes a full 360 ◦ layer. These wafers, which were originally of
500 - 700µm in thickness, were thinned to 320µm. The tiles were produced
by Hamamatsu in 2009, and one of the sensor-tiles can be seen in more details
in Fig. 4.2. The silicon-sensor have the following basic parameters (also seen
in more details in Fig. 4.3):

• pad pitch of 1.8mm;

• pad p+width of 1.6mm;

• pad Al metalization width of 1.7mm;

• three guard rings, the presence of which restricts the leakage current
from the active sensor area by insulating it from the edge of the sensor.

Figure 4.2: The silicon-sensor tile with four sectors, 7.5 ◦ opening angle each,
and 64 pads in each sector.

In total, Hamamatsu produced 40 such detectors; 20 for IFJ PAN Cracow,
10 for DESY Zeuthen and 10 for Tel Aviv University.
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Capacitance measurements

Expected two behaviors in two voltage regions:

1. For V < Vd C(V) ∼ V−0.5

2. For V > Vd C(V) ∼ const

(a) C vs V plot (b) log(C) vs log(V) plot
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Current measurements

Expected two behaviors in two voltage regions:

1. For V < Vd I(V) ∼
√
V

2. For V > Vd I(V) ∼ linear
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I(V) measurements - recent change
Previously, current at high voltage seemed constant (rather than
linear in voltage).
The reason: voltage box used for the C(V) measurements was
limiting the voltage to 250V.

Since this was found out, the box is bypassed during current
measurements.

(a) w/o box (b) with box
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Progress of measurements

• Sensor 16 was fully measured before it was glued to the board
for the TB (was spare sensor)

• Sensor 14 was almost fully measured before it broke :(

• Sensor 17 is ≈ 80% measured. Measurements will be
completed in the following weeks

This means that we now have enough data to compare between
different sensors!
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Results

One can fit the C(V) logarithmic curve and find the depletion
voltage and the constant capacitance in the high voltage region.
Similarly, one can find the average level of current for the linear
part of the I(V) curve.
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Results

Capacitance is linearly dependant of pad number (i.e. pad size)
and is independant of the sector or of the specific sensor
(geometrical quality)
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Results

Current values display (roughly) the same dependance on pad
number in different sensors, for a given sector
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Results

Depletion voltage of all pads lies in a rather small range of values,
regardless of the specific sensor/sector/pad
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The broken sensor

Selected intact pads were measured from both parts of the sensor
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The broken sensor - C(V) measurements

Most of the measured pads showed regular behavior, but
comparison to the old measurements shows an increase in
capacitance

(a) Sector L1 pad 18 (b) Sector R2 pad 49 (c) Sector L2 pad 50
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The broken sensor - I(V) measurements
Many of the pads are breached and show a very large increase of
current:

Some of the pads display normal behavior with an addition of a
”spike” at low voltage:

Will this sensor be useful in tests for new electronic boards?
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Conclusion

• Electrical measurements of sensors are ongoing in the TAU lab

• Data collected from three different sensors suggests that
behavior is rather uniform among the different sensors

• Depletion voltage of all pads is in the 40V-55V range

• Broken sensor is (obviously...) damaged, but some pads still
show almost normal behavior
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